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Foreword & Acknowledgments

Matthew Schreiber: Platonic Solids could be considered a 20th-
anniversary celebration of the Museum of Art | Fort Lauderdale, designed by Edward Larrabee
Barnes and opened to the public in 1986.The building has been acclaimed as one of the best
of Barnes’s museums, which include the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis and the Dallas
Museum of Art.The London Times even suggests that the Museum “may have succeeded best
of all…where the single sweep of a big white wall is itself a picture of sculpture.”

It is this big white wall that initially inspired Schreiber when he
visited the Museum in anticipation of his first solo museum exhibition. Despite the drama of
the 120-foot-long wall, it is a quiet architecture that never competes with the art.And in the
case of Pipeline (Tokyo Blue), one of two installations that make up Platonic Solids, the wall
shapes the art – indeed, becomes a part of it. Schreiber has studded the wall with the modern
(and now very common) medium of fluorescent tubes, calling our attention to the simple
geometry of the space.

For the other installation, Garnet Cross, the artist drew from the
special exhibition that immediately preceded him at the Museum, Tutankhamun and the

Golden Age of the Pharaohs. It was an exhibition steeped in the ancient Egyptian interest in
geometric shapes and the supernatural implications of space, and although the famous 
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A Light Fantastic

Matthew Schreiber’s explorations into the potency of light continue
an artistic tradition that dates back at least to the beginning of the 20th century.While light in
a representational form has served as a beguiling muse for centuries now, this elusive yet
utterly familiar material was not freed from its depictional status until a handful of artists in
the early 1920s, including Mary Hallock Greenewalt and Thomas Wilfred, fused color and
luminescence in mechanical constructions that presented light as an artistic medium in and
of itself. Minimalism and the Light and Space work that emerged from Southern California in
the 1960s further explored the potential of light. James Turrell, Robert Irwin, and Dan Flavin,
among many others, exploited it as a pure substance for investigations into the perceptual
principles embodied by Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenological theories. More recently,
Olafur Eliasson and Spencer Finch have used both natural and artificial light to examine
subjectivity in an age conditioned by simulation and Guy Debord’s concept of the spectacle.

Although all of these precedents certainly inform Schreiber’s work,
he chooses to take a different tack. For more than three years, he has employed fluorescent
and laser light in the construction of spectacular geometrical forms that critique our increas-
ingly mediated contemporary existence by looking back at a rather unexpected source – pop
culture’s appropriation of one of our most profound experiences, our bodily engagement
with light and space. His references are as multivalent as they are humorous.An encounter 

Jenny Moore
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pyramids of Egypt weren’t specifically part of the exhibition, the idea of pyramids resonated
with Schreiber when he conceived the ethereal forms of Garnet Cross.

The installations are beautifully described in the accompanying
catalog essay by Jenny Moore, who also situates Schreiber’s work in the historical context of
other light and space art of the 20th century. Schreiber’s observations about light and space
are unusually sharp, whether he is creating a hologram or a black-light installation or, as for
Platonic Solids, working with 8,500 square feet at his disposal. He has done what great artists
do best: create new dimensions for us to explore in space what we may think we already
understand.

I would like to thank our chief curator,Annegreth Nill, for her dedi-
cation to this project. I am grateful to curator Jorge Santis and catalog editor Michael Mills,
who brought Matthew Schreiber to our attention when they were working on the 2005
South Florida Cultural Consortium exhibition. Special thanks also to Anthony Lauro, deputy
director, curatorial and education programs, who was deeply involved in the logistics of the
exhibition; Elisa D’Angelo, special projects manager, who coordinated the production of the
catalog with designer Valerie Kiock and photographer Florian Holzherr; and head preparator
Freddy Jouwayed and assistant preparator Joe Hollingsworth, who worked with Schreiber 
and his crew on the installations.

Finally, we are all grateful for the support of the Andy Warhol
Foundation for the Visual Arts, Francie Bishop Good and David Horvitz, the Friends of the
Artist in Residence, and the Museum’s 2006 Exhibition Fund Sponsors, as well as for the
generous support of Mr. and Mrs. Carlo F. Bilotti for underwriting this catalog, which
celebrates a memorable exhibition.

Irvin M. Lippman
President and Executive Director
Museum of Art | Fort Lauderdale  
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with any one of Schreiber’s works calls to mind the hallucinatory visualization of psychedelic
art and liquid light shows; the laser light extravaganzas once featured in planetariums across
the country; and the kitschy optical devices found in mall variety novelty stores. Most striking
is a resemblance to the futuristic depictions of space stations and communal habitats so ubiq-
uitous in science fiction films and television programs from the 1970s and ’80s.This aspect 
is key in deciphering the philosophical agenda of Schreiber’s work, which stakes its claim 
on a return of the real as manifested through his own brand of hand-made technology. For
Schreiber’s sculptures and environments traffic in the kind of utopian visions that have fallen
out of favor over the last two decades as our reality grows increasingly more simulacral and
we depend to a greater extent upon virtual experiences to enthrall us. His works glorify a
modern past, a time when technology offered the promise of a brighter future, a space quite
literally illuminated by the brilliant aesthetic of uncluttered progress.1 And they reveal the
startling fact that, despite our proficiency in manipulating infinitely more sophisticated tech-
nological systems, we still can’t quite get our heads around the fundamental principles of
light perception.

500 Watts, 2003, and Black Light Circle, 2005, explore the potential
for fluorescent light to evoke complex perceptual phenomena through the simple presen-
tation of light in space. Installed in a performative act that took place over the course of two
hours, 500 Watts (fig. 1) emerged as the form of a line arrested at various perpendicular
points around a 360-degree rotation.The performance culminated with the illumination of
the completed circle, the center of which was rendered almost imperceptible by the bril-
liance of the surrounding bulbs. It appeared as if one was staring into a black hole, depthless
and formless. Unfolding in space and over time, the work illustrates that perception is as
much a process as it is an act of optical recognition.

The disorientation induced by 500 Watts is pushed even further in
Black Light Circle (fig. 3). Consisting of ultraviolet “black lights” wrapped candy cane-style
with strips of electrical tape and mounted to the wall in the shape of a radiant sun, the sculp-
ture appears upon first glance as if shrouded in a fog.After several seconds, we come to
realize that the haze is the result of an optical response to the light; it exists in our eyes, not
in the physical space before us. Consequently, we become keenly aware not only of what 
we are seeing, but also of how we are seeing. Illusion becomes fact and fiction in this vibrant
demonstration of Merleau-Ponty’s observation that “correct and illusory vision are not
distinguishable in the way that adequate and inadequate thought are.” 2

Schreiber breaks new ground in an all but forgotten medium with 
his laser light works. Once touted as “a new visual art” that “pushes out the frontiers of art
and enlarges the possibilities of creation,” lasers were a prominent feature in a variety of ex-
hibitions throughout the late 1960s and early ’70s, organized in celebration of a widespread
embrace of cutting-edge technologies for the creation of new kinds of art.3 Pioneers include
Rockne Krebs and Robert Whitman. Krebs created one of the first large-scale laser installa-
tions for the Art and Technology exhibition at Expo ’70 in Osaka, Japan, which consisted of 
a variety of singular beams in different colors that were projected onto mirrors (fig. 4).
Whitman’s Solid Red Line, 1967, comprised a single red beam marking a horizontal path
across a gallery wall, then reversing and erasing itself.4 The fervor over laser light art rapidly
died down, however, perhaps due to the suspect popularity of its increasing presence in 
rock concerts and light shows, and the medium seemingly became but a footnote in art
history’s fixation on the more conceptual forms of art that followed. In a pedestrian context,
lasers are ubiquitous today, appearing in the form of medical devices, bar-code scanners,
low-tech pointers, and motion detectors, yet the discovery of them within an art context is
hardly expected. Beholding the spectacular vision of hundreds of brilliant beams projected 
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4 Rockne Krebs, Expo ’70, Osaka

below:
1 500 Watts, Performance, 2003

right:
2 Video Crystal, 2005
3 Black Light Circle, 2005
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in a darkened gallery space, as one does with Schreiber’s work, proves that the potential 
of the medium as used in earlier works was just beginning to be tapped. Not only does he
revive a lost medium, but he also renews our own sense of wonderment as we experience
laser light in an entirely new way.

Ontario, 2004–2005, (fig. 5) consists of four aluminum rings,
11 feet in diameter, spaced 30 feet apart in a darkened space. Each ring supports 48 lasers,
all 192 of which are aligned to intersect at a precise point in the center of the structure,
forming the shape of a cross that fans out at each end.Thin smoke periodically released into
the room renders the cross solid, as if constructed by an array of bright red strings or thin,
glowing metal rods.At one point, only the intersection of the beams is perceptible.Then 
the seemingly solid structure gives way to an arrangement of lines that appears like a brilliant
starburst suspended in the center of the space. It hovers for several seconds – magical and
fantastical – until, as the smoke clears, it too fades away. In apprehending Ontario, we find
ourselves navigating a sculptural structure as well as the contradictory material properties of
light, which are here rendered in every manifestation: visible and invisible, material and
immaterial, enduring and ephemeral.

Platonic Solids, presented at the Museum of Art | Fort Lauderdale,
is Schreiber’s most ambitious work to date.The two featured installations – Pipeline (Tokyo

Blue) and Garnet Cross, both 2006 – incorporate distinct architectural elements of the
Museum in a powerful display that creates a symbiotic dynamic whereby each work informs
and reforms the experience of the other. Pipeline (Tokyo Blue) (fig. 7) is an installation of
more than 200 eight-foot-long fluorescent light fixtures installed end-to-end vertically in
groups of two along an interior wall of the Museum.The wall – one of the striking features 
of the Museum, designed by Edward Larrabee Barnes – takes the dramatic shape of a curve,
120 feet long, that encloses the front entrance and two floors of exhibition space. Covered 
by a deep sapphire-blue film that charges them with an almost ultraviolet appearance,
the bulbs are placed at intervals along the wall, beginning above the base of a grand stair-
case that leads visitors up to the second-floor galleries, and continuing along the curved wall 
until it meets an opposing wall at the far end of the Museum. More fluorescent blue lights 
are attached to a progression of exposed galvanized steel studs placed along a line related to 
the outer wall, following an elliptical curve that results in a horn-shaped tunnel.The fixtures 
are spaced closer together as they approach the point where the curved wall meets the 
opposing wall, so that the area where the two curving lines meet creates a space of compres-
sion a quarter-inch wide by 19 feet tall (fig. 7). Impossible for a viewer to access, the space
serves as the locus of the piece, drawing us into an extraordinary vortex of light, yet repelling
us with its brilliant intensity and compressed space. As we navigate through the tunnel, we
find ourselves in the midst of an exploration that is as much psychological as it is physical.
We enter a state that can be likened to Kant’s notion of the sublime, in which the mind –
faced with an experience beyond comprehension – alternates between an overwhelming
sense of attraction and one of repulsion.The sensation lasts far longer than our presence 
in the tunnel, for once we step outside its vibrant core, we succumb to the effect of after-
image, which washes everything subsequently viewed in a pale orange hue.

11

5 Ontario, 2004 –2005

6 Platonic Solids, exhibition layout,
2006

7 Pipeline (Tokyo Blue), 2006
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Pipeline references elements of art historical precedents as well as
the aesthetics of such science fiction films as the landmark 2001:A Space Odyssey and the
cult classic Tron.The experience of fluorescent light as a self-referential sculptural element,
first explored by Dan Flavin in his brilliant icons and site-related installations (fig. 8), and its
power to elicit distinct emotional responses as demonstrated in Bruce Nauman’s altogether
unsettling corridors (fig. 9), is played against a more populist recognition of “space” activated
with light.Viewers are pulled along a trajectory of increasing intensity in a sensation not
unlike that which we have come to recognize from movie clips and virtual reality displays.
Yet here, the forces are actual. Our physical movement through the tunnel and our percep-
tion of light is real; it is not manifested by digital technology or controlled in a virtual
environment. Schreiber’s installation succeeds in appropriating virtual reality devices used 
to convey motion (and, by default, progress) by going back to the concrete means, such 
as curved tunnels and forced perspectives, that initially induced this kind of sensation.Thus
the work is simultaneously familiar and frightening, thrilling and nostalgic.We feel as if we
have been here before, even if we never have.

The perception of volume, space, and light in Pipeline prepares
viewers for an altogether different experience of these elements in Garnet Cross. We ap-
proach the installation through a dark corridor that opens up into a large rectangular gallery.
Three hundred red lasers, mounted on a rectangular aluminum frame measuring 50 feet by
25 feet and affixed to the ceiling, are directed at a point approximately nine feet high in the
center of the gallery.The resulting form is a spectacular, monumental set of pyramids, one
inverted over the other, attached to each other at their tips. Like Ontario, Garnet Cross is a
geometrical shape, constructed with thin beams of light, that appears to be completely solid.

There is an incredible moment of bewilderment, apprehension, and
exhilaration when we first approach the form. Although reason allows that the beams of light
can be crossed, the body, nonetheless, proceeds with caution as it enters into the structure,
as if certain that they present a physical barrier to an interior space.This apprehension yields
to a time of rapturous exploration. Properties of reflection and absorption, materiality and
immateriality, are investigated by crossing into and through the beams. Perception is height-
ened with an awareness of how one moves in relation to and reacts against the interplay of
light on the body and the body in space.At such a large scale, the contradictory material
qualities of light become increasingly apparent.While from a distance the form appears solid,
upon closer observation it shimmers and disintegrates, as swirls of smoke crossing through
the light beams produce the effect of a moiré pattern (fig. 10).A trace of the artist’s hand 
is discerned at points where singular beams are not set in perfect alignment with the rest.
It is here that the hard-finish of technology gives way to a previously unseen human pre-
sence, revealing the fact that Schreiber constructs all of his installations by hand; none are
mechanically fabricated or aligned with the aid of computers.

Once we gain access to the interior of the structure, there is no
doubt that we have entered a distinct volume of space, one that is experienced quite
differently from the environment outside the form.The palpable sensation of density inside
Garnet Cross relates back to that felt in Pipeline, although here it is achieved through the
projection of brilliant beams that have no concrete physicality. Our interaction – walking
through and among or crouching under the beams of light, experimenting with space and
perceiving anew – becomes an integral part of the piece, rendering the work both sculptural
and performative. Ultimately, we become conscious of being caught in a place of virtuality
that is as real as our presence in it and as evanescent as the most indeterminable of
sensations.
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8 Untitled, Dan Flavin, 1970,
Dia:Beacon

9 Green Light Corridor, Bruce Nauman,
1970

10 Garnet Cross, 2006
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A Conversation with the Artist
Annegreth Nill:You prepared for and planned your exhibition at the Museum for quite

some time and finished it just minutes before the opening.What is your reaction to seeing

the two installations realized?

Matthew Schreiber: I was pleasantly surprised.The laser piece, Garnet Cross, for example,
was supposed to be a simple double pyramid. But the final shape turned out to be more
complex and activated. It changes a lot when you move through it and around it.The
volumes of space appear and disappear depending on your position with respect to the
piece.

I know that you had to rely on computer simulation for the conceptualization of the

Pipeline (Tokyo Blue) and Garnet Cross installations because you could never build on

that scale in a studio setting. Do you approach all your work that way, or do you also 

use a more hands-on approach?

For a recent piece I made called On Crack, 2005 (fig.11) I took a variety of materials to an
art space in the Miami-Dade government center. I was working with smoke and light, and we
broke out the ceiling, so that it looked like a plank falling out of the ceiling. I didn’t plan that
piece until I was at the site.Another piece called 500 Watts was actually a performance – 

Annegreth Nill, curator
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“Shall we…use the new art as a vehicle for a new message [and]

express the human longing which light has always symbolized, a longing for a greater

reality, a cosmic consciousness, a balance between the human entity and the great com-

mon denominator, the universal rhythmic flow?” – Thomas Wilfred5

It has been widely acknowledged that we have now crossed the
threshold of an entirely new world of information, communication, and perception that is
singularly grounded in the terrain of telematic technology and cyberspace. Schreiber responds
to this paradigmatic shift by offering works that enable us to participate both physically and
conceptually in a reevaluation of our relationship to the fundamental elements upon which
much of our reality, up to this historic point, has been founded.Although it remains to be
seen to what end this technological revolution will serve, for the time being we can revel in
the notion that the future might yet be as spectacular as the luminous beauty of Schreiber’s
fantastic lights.

1 Kim Levin first used the phrase “modern past” in her essay “Lucas Samaras:The New Reconstructions,” printed 
in the exhibition catalog Samaras: Reconstructions (New York: Pace Gallery, 1979).

2 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception, trans. Colin Smith 
(New York:The Humanities Press, 1962), 297.

3 Richard J. Boyle, Laser Light:A New Visual Art (Cincinnati: Cincinnati Art Museum, 1969), 12.

4 Lynne Cooke, Robert Whitman: Playback was retrieved from 
<http://www.diacenter.org/exhibs/whitman/playback/essay.html> on June 12, 2006.

5 Thomas Wilfred,“Composing in the Art of Lumia,” Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism,Vol.VII, No. 2 
(December 1948): 90. Quoted by Willoughby Sharp in “Luminism and Kineticism,” Minimal Art:A Critical 

Anthology, ed. Gregory Battcock (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1995), 321.

11 On Crack, 2005
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I built a large, circular fluorescent lamp in front of an audience. But sometimes I make
objects, drawings, holograms, paintings, etc. – in addition to installations.

It is my understanding that as a student you were quite a good painter. How did you get

involved with holography?

I started at the University of Florida with a radar specialist, Dr. S. S. Ballard, who also experi-
mented with holography. Some of my work there used light mixed with melted X-ray photo-
graphy and fiberglass. Eventually I took over a big closet next to the life-drawing room and
used it to make installations with sound, light, mirrors, and fire. It was like a small haunted
house.Then I got into physics a little bit, with a focus on light, and eventually practical
holography. Holography just stuck.

Later I worked on my MFA at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago, initially with experi-
mental film. For a time my holography work was really linked with experimental film. Both
programs were nearly cut out – shrunk down in size.Then I went to the Royal College of Art
in London, where I was one of the last students to specialize in holography before the
program was canceled.

Why did you continue to pursue holography when it seemed to be falling out of use?

The labs in Chicago and London were always empty and in Chicago the lab was first used 
as a sensory-deprivation chamber. I enjoyed the silence and internal experience I had within
those big art schools.

Then you went to Miami and did some work with artists like Richard Artschwager,

John Baldessari, Chuck Close, Ed Ruscha, and Robert Ryman, making holograms.And 

you have spent a lot of time traveling and working with James Turrell.This must have

influenced your work in quite a personal way.

It’s made me concentrate deeply and most specifically on the California light and space 
work of Turrell, Orr, Bell, Irwin,Wheeler, and others in the late ’60s. It has given me 
a sense of urgency to move things forward with work based on light.
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What about the popular culture of that time in California – does that play into your 

work as well?

Yes, I’ve been researching the rock concerts and light shows using real-time light manipula-
tion with slides, film, and colored oils. Sometimes the light shows would be on their own, as
their own performances instead of just a backdrop for the music.The light shows and light
art came at the same time. Holography showed up a little later, mostly in California.

I’m interested in how that kind of work tended toward “new age,” fantasy, mysticism, science
fiction, and novelty. Back at that time I think some of the ideas underlying both light art and
light shows sort of seeped into each other.

Could you elaborate?

I try to imagine experiencing both in isolation, so that you get only the physical sensation 
or the perceptual experience of the light itself. But at the same time I want you to be aware
of the cultural context.This is what I’m trying to focus on with my light work – how 
our perceptions of light are always defined by its cultural context, whether it’s in a Bernini
sculpture or the paintings of Thomas Kinkade or the Hollywood spectacles of the 1930s 
and ’40s.

That sounds like what you are doing with Garnet Cross. People can experience the lasers

in their purity while remembering the novelty aspect of lasers. But let’s go back to

holography for a moment.Why did you not include any holography in the show here 

at the Museum of Art | Fort Lauderdale?

Holography is really meant to work more as an object, not a space. My last few shows have
been more immersive than a hologram can be. People think that holograms are immersive,
but they’re almost the opposite.

12 Untitled (Haunted Closet), 1987–88
13 Champion Hologram, 2003

14 Black Light Circle, 2005
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Then let’s talk about your installations at the Museum.Your original inspiration came

from the architecture.You have been inspired by the specific architecture of a site before.

For example, you did a project at Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory in conjunction with

James Watson and Francis Crick and their discovery of the DNA/double helix.

What exactly was your concept there?

Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory is one of the great labs in the world. It’s like summer camp
for the scientific elite. I was the artist in residence and spent a year researching the double-
helix discovery and the history of the lab. I talked with a lot of scientists, including Watson.
I ended up making a large installation at Bush Lecture Hall (fig.15).The show was part of 
the 50th anniversary of the DNA/double-helix discovery.

I looked at Bush Hall itself as a subject. It was designed by the architects Lawrence Anderson
and Herbert Beckwith of M.I.T. They were pioneers in the field of acoustics and architecture,
which led me to create a sound piece. I used the same materials within the space to build
objects and even found the son of the carpenter who originally worked on the wood-paneled
walls.All of the work in the show was informed by the history and dynamics of the site.
This was also the case for the show here at the Museum of Art | Fort Lauderdale.

Which was designed by Edward Larrabee Barnes...

Yes, when we first started talking about the exhibition, I began researching the building and
his life and work and came across an image of the Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception,
a church in Burlington,Vermont, that Barnes designed (fig. 16). I actually visited the space
during the planning stages of this show. I did some work with James Turrell at the Walker Art
Center in Minneapolis, another great Barnes building. Barnes’s spaces have big, clean,
geometric volumes.

I’ve also been interested in something called “sacred geometry.”This relates back to what 
we were talking about earlier, the novelty of light shows and the culture of the 1960s.The
new age phenomenon, crystal healing, and light therapies all reference sacred geometry.
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Early on you requested a copy of the architectural blueprints of the Museum.

How did you use these and how did this inform your interest in sacred geometry?

When I first viewed the space with the Museum’s director, Irvin Lippman, I was impressed 
by this huge curving wall that’s about 120 feet long. I took the blueprints and started 
to draw into them, finding that Barnes had used a perfect quarter-circle as the main form 
for the design.

I wanted to emphasize the geometry within the space, to amplify it, to create a forced
perspective.At the same time I was drawing into the blueprints of the Museum I was using 
a workbook called Sacred Geometry. Part of the book was used to train architects during 
the Renaissance.The process is supposed to be a sort of meditation, like making mandalas –
you work on the sequence of drawings from the workbook, and each day the drawings
become more complex.This culminates in a group of forms called the “Platonic Solids.“ 
That’s where I got the title for the show.

There is a faint text just barely legible on one of the walls in the exhibition that reads 

“The burial of the dead implied the expectation of an afterlife.“ Was that left over from the

King Tut exhibition, which immediately preceded your show?

Yes, I visited the Museum as Tut was being deinstalled and saw this text that was left on a
wall that was being partially demolished. I asked the workers not to remove the text before
repainting the walls.Then I painted over it very lightly with the same white as the rest of 
the walls, so that it almost disappeared.You have to look at it out of the corner of your eye
and you see it in patches.

It is interesting how the text functions as a kind of afterimage, basking as it does in 

the blue glow of Pipeline. By the way, what made you decide to use fluorescent light for

the Pipeline piece?

It’s inexpensive, it’s cold, and it puts out a lot of light. I’ve used it a few other times, with 
the circle light performances, black light pieces, and the plank work for On Crack. I have
found that the raw tubes, either white or black light, overload the eyes. I wanted the sensory
overload experience for Pipeline.

15 Champion, 2003

16 Cathedral of the Immaculate 

Conception, Edward Larrabee Barnes,
1977
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Tell me about the end of Pipeline, the focal point…

I just followed the predetermined formula of Pipeline in the floor plan.The result is that 
the last 15 feet or so is impossible to enter. I love how that turned out, especially viewing it
from outside the Pipeline tunnel.You just see this 15-foot-by-19-foot sandwich of light
fixtures with a tiny bit of light leaking out from it. I like the absurdity in this.

We mentioned your other installation, Garnet Cross, earlier. How do you see it relate to

Pipeline or vice versa?

It is because of Garnet Cross that Pipeline is blue. I knew that Garnet Cross had to be red,
because it’s the only laser that’s cheap enough to use the way I am using it.And I wanted
each piece to amplify the other.The best way to do this is by using opposite ends of 
the spectrum, red and blue.Also, when I worked out the floor plan, looking at the support
structure for the room, the fire escapes, and the horn shape of Pipeline, I was left with a
rectangular room for Garnet Cross.The rectangle of the room determined the structure and
projection of the lasers. So each piece formed the other within the floor plan.

When and how did you get interested in lasers?

I wanted to build a laser when I was seven.Then I got into holography and used lasers as
part of that process. I didn’t think about using it much again until about five years ago. In 
my sketchbooks I kept playing with the idea of using lasers.When you make holograms you
see the beam all the time – it’s part of the optical setup, with beams bouncing around
between mirrors and prisms. I realized that one of my attractions to making holograms is the
exotic equipment, especially the lasers. My first test laser piece was actually a holography
setup, an interferometer displayed as sculpture (fig. 18).Then I made a finished piece called
Ontario (fig. 19).

What other artists have you looked at who have used laser light?

I haven’t, really. Recently I have seen the work of Anthony McCall, who comes from roughly
the same time period as the other work I’ve been researching. McCall uses film or video
projection in such a way that you see the beam of light moving through space as it leaves 
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the single focal point of a projector. I came to the laser work through holography, although
what I ended up with is completely different from what I initially intended. My first impulse
with the piece Ontario was really just a sensation or a gut feeling, like the sound of a power
chord or an explosion.A lot of my work initially comes to me as a fleeting image in my mind.

When you first talked about doing a laser piece, I felt that you thought of it as a giant

static object within a space.As we mentioned earlier, Garnet Cross seems to have a

dynamic quality.

When a viewer is moving through the piece, it gives the sensation of walking through
vaporized water, depending on your angle of view.When you look directly at a beam, it is
brighter than when it is moving away from you.The sensation is similar to seeing reflections
off glass – they move only when you do.This allows the form to have a unique plasticity 
that is possible only with light. Solid objects remain solid, but light as an object can exist in 
a real and ethereal space simultaneously. I do not want any animation, moving lasers,
sequencing, or dimming. It is this static quality that is most important.

Why is this so important to you?

At first I want the piece to seem completely solid, grounded.At the same time, I want the
work to feel as if it is a simulation or fantasy.

Once people get over the initial hesitation to step into the piece, they get involved in it 

and play in it like children.

The combination of having real laser light presented within an art context is part of what
makes it work, also that it is not the typical “scanning” kind of laser you see in laser shows.
My work is static. It becomes an object.And you can move within the piece, and when 
you get inside you really feel like you are inside a solid object.

You treat light as an object.

I want light to be seen or experienced as an object while it is remembered as an idea.

19 Ontario, 2005–2006

17 Beam Splitter, 2001–2006
18 Interferometer, 2004
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What do you mean by the “idea” of light?

For example, in film there may be a special-effect simulation of a light event, or a stage set
built of light. In art, film, and often architecture light is illustrated, simulated, or directed,
and we experience it passively. In examples like this, light isn’t really the subject, it’s a repre-
sentation of itself. But in my work I use light as the subject first of all, while also alluding 
to the symbolic use of light.

Garnet Cross, with this double-pyramid shape, is the kind of form that might be expected
within a fantasy film.The laser medium itself summons up imagery you may remember from
a film, even as you’re looking at the real thing.This combination of a sort of cultural expecta-
tion of the symbol of light and its presentation as reality – I think this allows the viewer in 
a work like Garnet Cross to actualize an environment they have always considered as a
simulation or fantasy.

Why do you reference film so often in your light work?

I grew up, as many people have, spending a big part of my time watching movies and TV.
So the manipulation of our reality through media concerns me, and I think we are blind, for
the most part, to a reality that is right in front of us. Art should help to wake us up.

After getting to know your work, speaking with you and visiting your studio, I think that 

like many artists, you work intuitively.

Absolutely, each show and piece I make informs and clarifies the direction of  my work.
And for the show here at the Museum, the site helped push this along. I look back at
previous work and realize where I am going, but in general I start with something imagined
that I just want to see.
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Jenny Moore 
is an independent curator living and working in New York. She earned 

her master’s degree from the Center for Curatorial Studies at Bard College in 2005. From 1999 
to 2004, she was the special projects manager at Exit Art and director of its Warehouse Gallery.
During that time, she founded and directed Wallspace, an alternative exhibition space in lower
Manhattan that featured installations, performances, and film screenings by emerging artists.

Currently, she is a project coordinator for the Andy Warhol Foundation
for the Visual Arts in New York. Moore has written several exhibition texts and recently contrib-
uted to the 2006 Whitney Biennial catalog. She has lectured at Bard College, Parsons School of
Design, SUNY-Purchase, and Hunter College.

Annegreth T. Nill 
is chief curator at the Museum of Art | Fort Lauderdale. She joined the

staff in December 2005, after working on several earlier projects for the Museum. From 1995 to
2005, she was curator of 20th-century and contemporary art at Ohio’s Columbus Museum of Art.
She was previously associate curator of contemporary art at the Dallas Museum, where she
oversaw the first permanent installation of the contemporary collection, and associate curator 
of contemporary art at the Carnegie Museum of Art in Pittsburgh. Nill was a Fulbright Scholar at
the Kunsthistorische Institut at the Freie Universität, Berlin (1980–1982), where she researched
her dissertation on the art of Kurt Schwitters. She received her PhD in art history from the
University of Texas at Austin in 1990.
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Matthew Schreiber

was born in Cleveland, Ohio, in 1967. After receiving his BFA in
painting from the University of Florida in 1990, he studied holography at the Royal College 
of Art, London, then earned his MFA from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago in 1994.
He has held residencies at Spatial Imaging in London, the Center for Holographic Studies in
Brooklyn, and the Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory on Long Island.

It was at Cold Spring Harbor that Schreiber met and worked with
renowned scientist James Watson, who with Francis Crick discovered DNA.When the famed
research facility presented the Double Helix 50th Anniversary Celebration in 2003, Schreiber
was commissioned to create a work of art. His contribution was a site-specific project in-
corporating several pieces related to the history of Cold Spring Harbor; to Bush Lecture Hall,
where Watson and Crick announced their findings in 1953; and to the 50th anniversary of 
that announcement.

In 2001 Schreiber was one of four artists to receive the Shearwater
Foundation Holography Award, and in 2005 he was one of nine recipients of the South
Florida Cultural Consortium Fellowship for Visual and Media Artists.The Museum of Art | Fort
Lauderdale hosted the consortium’s group exhibition, for which Schreiber created three 
site-specific installations using ultraviolet light, holography, and video.

Schreiber’s laser installation Ontario, first presented during Art Basel
Miami Beach 2005, will be permanently installed at the Museo de Arte de Lima in Peru. And
during Art Basel 2006 in Switzerland, the artist created the permanent installation Swiss Hall

for a residence designed by the renowned architectural team of Herzog & de Meuron.
Matthew Schreiber is the Museum of Art | Fort Lauderdale’s Artist in

Residence for 2006. He lives and works in Miami, Florida.
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500 Watts, 2004 (1)
Matthew Schreiber
12’ diameter fluorescent light sculpture,
variable materials
Performed at P.S. 714, Miami, Florida
Photos by Benedicte Nemorin and Matthew Schreiber

Video Crystal, 2005 (2)
Matthew Schreiber
12’ x 7’ x 7’, six video monitors, partially silvered mirror,
five-minute six-DVD loop, variable materials
Exhibited in New Art 2005: South Florida Cultural

Consortium Fellowship for Visual & Media Artists,
Museum of Art | Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Photos by Matthew Schreiber

Black Light Circle, 2005 (3, 14)
Matthew Schreiber
12’ diameter x 19” diameter black light sculpture,
variable materials
Exhibited in New Art 2005: South Florida Cultural

Consortium Fellowship for Visual & Media Artists,
Museum of Art | Fort Lauderdale, Florida, and at 
Ingalls & Associates Gallery, Miami, Florida
Photos by Matthew Schreiber and Daniel Newman

Untitled, 1970 (4)
Rockne Krebs
Laser light installation
Installed in the American Pavilion, Expo ’70, Osaka, Japan
Photo by Tami Komai

Ontario, 2004–2005 (5, 19, 26, pp. 36–37)
Matthew Schreiber
12’ x 30’ x 30’, aluminum, electronics, concrete,
lasers, haze
Installed at the University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida
(2004) Photos by Matthew Schreiber
Installed in the Buick Building for Art Basel Miami Beach
(2005) Photo by Warwick Saint

Exhibition Layout, 2006 (6)
Matthew Schreiber
Lightwave still frame, computer animation
Animation by Matthew Schreiber

Pipeline (Tokyo Blue), 2006 (7, pp. 24–29)
Matthew Schreiber
Metal beams, fluorescent lights, filters,
various other materials
Installed at Museum of Art | Fort Lauderdale, Florida,
as part of Platonic Solids exhibition
Photos by Florian Holzherr 

Untitled, 1970 (8)
Dan Flavin
Fluorescent tubes, installed at Dia:Beacon
Photo by Florian Holzherr

Green Light Corridor, 1970 (9)
Bruce Nauman
Wallboard and green fluorescent light fixtures
Dimensions variable, approx. 304.8 x 1219.2 x 30.5 cm
(120 x 480 x 12 inches)
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York
Panza Collection, Gift, 1992
92.4171
Photograph by Erica Ede Barahona©The Solomon R.
Guggenheim Foundation, New York
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Garnet Cross, 2006 (10, pp. 30–35)
Matthew Schreiber
Lasers, haze, various other materials
Installed at Museum of Art | Fort Lauderdale, Florida,
as part of Platonic Solids exhibition
Photos by Florian Holzherr

On Crack, 2005 (11)
Matthew Schreiber
16’ x 4’ x 9”, acrylic, aluminum, fluorescent light, smoke
Constructed and exhibited at the Stephen P. Carroll
Government Center, Miami, Florida
Photo by Matthew Schreiber

Untitled (Haunted Closet), 1987–88 (12)
Matthew Schreiber
Tar, mirror, candles, glass, paint, electric light and sound
Installed at the University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida
Photo by John Curren

Champion Hologram, 2003 (13)
18’ x 12” animated holograms, glass, oak, light
Installed at Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory,
Cold Spring Harbor, New York
Video still by Matthew Schreiber

Champion, 2003 (15)
Matthew Schreiber
Installation with sound, 3-D video, holograms,
various other materials
Installed at Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory,
Cold Spring Harbor, New York
Photo by Douglas Fogelson

Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception, 1977 (16)
Edward Larrabee Barnes
Burlington,Vermont
Photo by Matthew Schreiber

Beam Splitter, 2001–2006 (17)
Matthew Schreiber
1’ x 1’ x 10”, optics and laser light
Miami, Florida
Photo by Matthew Schreiber

Interferometer, 2004 (18)
Matthew Schreiber
5’ x 5’ x 3.5’, vibration isolation table, mirrors, optics,
concrete, laser
Installed at the University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida
Photo by Matthew Schreiber

Sacred Geometry Drawing Meditation, 2005 (20)
Matthew Schreiber
50 drawings, ink on paper
Exercise performed in Agonac, France
Photo by Benedicte Nemorin

Swiss Hall, 2006 (pp. 38–41)
Matthew Schreiber
25’ x 5’ x 9’, aluminum, electronics, lasers, haze
Private collection, Basel, Switzerland
Photos by Florian Holzherr

Exhibition Layout, 2006 (p. 48)
CAD output
Pascal Campi with Glavovic Studio, Fort Lauderdale,
Florida
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